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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS

Cautions:
1. Do not use the electric generator to test the LED light.
2. Please abide by the law and regulations of the related country, region, and locality when installing this fixture.
3. To avoid electrical shock and damage, please do not install the lights on rainy days.

Optional Brackets and Installation Instructions: 
There are 2 optional brackets for this fixture. The following  is the street light fixture with different brackets

Pipe Arm Installation: 
1. Loosen the installation plate on the arm by M6 hex wrench (Figure 1);
2. The connection of the wiring and protection measure should be made according to the local wiring regulations (Figure 2). Put the fixture into arm (the diameter of arm is 1.57-2.36 inch);
3.  Tighten the screws on the installation plate by M6 hex wrench (Figure 3);

Notices:
1. To prevent the risk of electric shock or fire, the installation must be conducted by a professional operator who has the required electrical knowledge.
2. Please wear gloves before installing the light to avoid injury.
3. During or after installation, if there are situations such as smoke, fire in the wires or lamps, please turn off the power immediately and notify the relevant personnel for an overhaul.
4. This light can be installed outdoors.
5. Do not install in a hazardous environment. The ambient temperature must not exceed the rated operating temperature of the product.
6. Do not install the product when it rains. Avoid the danger of lightning strikes and avoid accidents.
7. External 0-10 V only passive dimmers are supported.

Wiring Diagram: 

Please use dimming+, dimming- (DC 10 V) marking leads to connect outside dimmer.
Class 1 wiring only.
Please ensure a cumulative leakage current of less than 3.5 mA on the control circuit.
The AUX control wire with shrinkable tubing shall not be damaged (no connection). 

Wall Installation:
1. Drill holes on the wall as shown (Figure 4);
2. Insert expansion screws into the holes by hammer and take off the nut washer (Figure 5);
3. Tear down the wall installation accessories from the lighting fixtures by M6 hex wrench (Figure 6); 

Dim+/Purple
Dim-/Gray

ACL: Black/Brown

ACN: White/Blue
Green/Yellow As for the wire color of DIM+ and 

DIM-, please check the light's label.
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The Explanation for the Photocell Selection: The light comes with photocell control function. When you need to control the light, install the photocell on the socket; when you do not need 
to control the light, install the shorting cap on the socket.

The Explanation for the Color Temperature Selection:

The Explanation for the Wattage Selection:
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The light fixture comes with color temperature selectable function. For that, tear off the plug on the right and switch it to the tap position you need (3 K=3000 K, 4 K=4000 K, 5 
K=5000 K, with the factory  setting being "5 K") (Figure 11).

The light fixture comes with wattage selectable function. For that, tear off the plug on the left and switch it to the tap position you need (30 W, 40 W, 60W, with factory setting being 
"60 W") (Figure 12). 
Min 167 °F supply conductors this product must be installed in accordance with the applicable installation code by a person familiar with the construction and operation of the 
product and the hazards involved.

4. Fix the lighting fixture on the wall with studs and then tighten it up by a wrench (Figure 7);
5. Thread the cable to the hole on the cover plate, tighten the conduit tube, and complete the wiring (Figure 8);
6. Fix the cover plate and fasten the screws (Figure 9).
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